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1. INTRODUCTION 
A standard problem of applied mathematics i  to estimate material parameters such as stiffness 
and damping parameters in models for vibrating flexible structures. When the structure is made 
of a composite material or has many periodically distributed holes (such as a grid or a truss), 
one encounters erious numerical difficulties in using the standard techniques for solving the 
problem. One approach to avoiding these difficulties is to use homogenization techniques to 
obtain a simpler approximate model. A homogenized model for a system in which the damping 
term involves the same order spatial derivatives as the stiffness term (such as for Kelvin-Voigt 
damping) is derived in [1] under the assumption that the coefficients in the damping term are 
symmetric. The purpose of this paper is to extend the result of [1] by removing the restriction 
that the damping is symmetric. 
First we summarize some notation. Let ~ be a domain in R 2 with boundary 0~, and let 
Y = [0, el] × [0,~2]. Let Y* C Y be such that the "hole" Y\Y* does not meet the boundary of Y. 
Let X denote the characteristic function of Y* and let XuY* denote X extended by periodicity to 
all of R 2. We define the perforated omain Re as Re = {x E ~ ] Xuy.(x/e) = 1} and denote 
by Te the union of all the holes. Set V~ = {~ E Hl(~e) [ ~ --- 0 on 0~} and He -- L2(~e). If 
we identify H~ with its dual, then the embeddings V~ ~ H~ ~-~ V~* are dense and compact. We 
denote by (., ">v;,y~ the duality pairing, i.e., the inner product on He extended by continuity. Let 
Vy. = {~o e H I (y  *) [ ~0 is Y-periodic}. Set 0 = [Y*I/[YI where IE[ denotes the measure of the 
set E, and define J~y .  (~0) -- (1/[Y[) fy.  ~o(y) dy. 
The homogenization f the following system is considered in [1]: 
(PUnt(t), ~>v:,v, + al (ue(t), ~) + a~(u~(t), ~) = <f(t), ~>v;,v~, for all ~ E V~, 
u~(0) ---- u 3 E V~, u~(0) = v~) • He, (1) 
where f • L2(0, T; V.*), I[u~)[Iv, <_ C, and [[V~[[H, _< C for a constant C independent of e. The 
, , :3 -e  " i i  
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sesquilinear forms a~(., .) and a~(., .) are defined for all ~o, ¢ e V~ by 
al(~o,¢) = fn a~.Oj~oOiCdx and a~(~,¢) = f~ b~iOj~oO~¢ dx, 
• ,7 e 
where a~j (x) = a 0 (x/e), bi~ (x) = b 0 (x/e), and the coefficients a O and bij satisfy 
1. ao(. ), boo ) e Le°(Y) and are Y-periodic, 
2. there exist a,/3 > 0 such that a i j~ j  > c~i  and bo~i~j _>/3~i~i, for all ~ e R ~. 
It is also assumed in [1] that b O = bj~. The purpose of this paper is to obtain the result of [1] 
without using the assumption of symmetry of the bij. 
2. RESULTS OF  PREVIOUS STUDY 
The two-dimensional problem of [1] can be easily extended to an n-dimensional problem. Thus, 
we consider the n-dimensional problem with the restriction that there exist extension operators 
~Pe E £(V~, V) and fl" e £(Leo(0, T; V~), Leo(0, T; V)) which preserve derivative bounds indepen- 
dently of e and that QCut = (Q~u)t (see [2]). Then there exists a subsequence of {e} and a function 
u E Leo(O,T;V) such that 
fleu ~ --~ u in Leo(0,T; V) weak* 
and 
Q~u~ --} ut in Leo(O,T; H) weak*. 
Using standard homogenization techniques, it is shown in [1] that fi(s) (the Laplace transform of 
u(t)) satisfies the equation 
(PS2~fi(s)' ~°) g + L rlo(S)Ojfi(s)Oi~° dx
-~1 ~ qbjOjuoO,¢pdx ' (2) = (el(s), + <p(suo +.o),  + 
where fie _~ u0 and 9 c --~ v0 with the operator : being extension by zero on the holes of ~e. The 
coefficients qij (s) are defined by 
1 qij(s) = ~-~ /y. [ao -bsbo - (aiI Wsb i l )~]  dY, 
where the functions X 1 (s) are the Y-periodic solutions of 
/y.  (akl+Sbkt)O(XJ(~l--YJ)OykOcP dy=O, for all ~o E try., 
and the q b are given by 
qo = iy-'--~ . bo 
where the )C~ are the Y-periodic solutions of 
Yy. batO(~b-o~t Oyk dy = O, for all qa E Vy.. (3) Y~) a~ 
Note that Xdb and X j (s) are unique up to addition of a constant. 
The goal is to find the homogenized equation satisfied by u(t), but computing the inverse 
Laplace transform of equation (2) is difficult. Thus, the approach taken in [1] is to obtain the 
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homogenized equation for u formally by the multiple scale method. First equation (1) is written 
in strong form as follows: 
0 ( Ou ~. . '  0 ( x OOu ~. ' 
pu~e(t,x)--~x  a,j (x )  - b i t (e)  ---- f(t,x), ~c -~xj(t,x)) ~ -~x j ( t ,x ) )  in 
aeOU¢ b~..OOue) (4) 
Oxj + *3 0t Oxj n~ = O, on0Tc 
u~(0,x) = u~, u~(0,~) = v~. 
Then, assuming that u~(t, x) has the form 
ue(t,x) = u°(t,x,y) + eul(t,x,y) + e2u2(t,x,y) +. . .  , (5) 
where y = x/e, and each u i is defined for all x E ~ and all y E Y* and is Y-periodic in y, and 
substituting this expansion for u e into the system (4), it is shown that u ° is independent ofy and 
satisfies 
pO -~ iy I /y .  aij -- ail-~y l + bil Yl ] dy OxiOxj 
1 ( b o o uo(t) 
IYI fY. - ey ox,ox (6) 
1 t 
OXiOXj 
The operator Jt is defined as follows. Define the space 
yr .  = {~ evr .  IMY. (~) = o} 
with inner product 
(~' ¢)Vv. = . bij Oyj Oyi dy. 
Then A e £(Vy.  , Vy. ) is defined by 
y O~ 0¢ 
(A~, ¢)Vy. = . aij ~ ~ dy. 
The functions f~, fb, and fj E Vy.  are defined by 
and 
f r  o~ 
(7) 
and fj = A f  b - f~. In [1, Theorem 3.2], it is shown that the Laplace transform of equation (6) 
along with the initial values u°(0) = uo/O and u°(O) = vo/O is equation (2). Hence, by the 
uniqueness of the inverse Laplace transform, equation (6) is the homogenized equation satisfied 
by u(t). The symmetry of the b~j is used to show that u ° is independent of y and to define 
the inner product (7) which is used to define A and f~, lb. Thus, in order to obtain this result 
without assuming that b O is symmetric, we must define A, f] ,  and fb without using the above 
inner product and show that the Laplace transform of the resulting equation is still the same as 
equation (2). 
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3. DERIVAT ION OF  THE HOMOGENIZED EQUATION 
WITHOUT US ING SYMMETRY 
To define A, f~ and fb, we proceed as follows. First take (-, .) to be the usual inner product 
on Vy° and introduce the sesquilinear forms 
= a~(y)~-~y~  ~y, 
y . , \ 0 (~ 0~)  
for all ~, ¢ e Vy. .  By the Lax-Milgram theorem [3], there exist unique bijective linear maps 
A, B : Vy .  --* Vy .  which are continuous in both directions and defined by 
a,(~, ¢) = (A~, ¢), ab(~, ¢) = (B~, ¢). 
We define A = B-1A.  We define f ]  and fb using the operator B as follows: 
Since the right-hand sides of these equations are bounded linear functionals on Vy. ,  B f~ and B f  b 
are defined uniquely, and since B is injective, f~ and fb are uniquely defined in Vyo. As in [1], 
we also define fj = Af  b - f].  
LEMMA 1. For all ~ ,¢  e Vy . ,  O'a(~,¢) : O'b(AqO,~) ).
PROOF. For ~,¢  E Vy. ,  
ab(A~, ¢) = ab(B-1A~, ¢) = (B(B-1A~) ,  ¢) = (A~, ¢) = aa(~, ¢). 
LEMMA 2. I f  XJb defined by equation (3) are taken to be in Vy . ,  then XJb = fb. 
PROOF. Rewrite equation (3) as 
for all q0 E Vy.. Taking kZb E Vy.  and restricting qo to Vy. ,  this is equivalent to 
(Bxl ,  V) = ab(Xl, V) = sb(v)  • 
Thu~, .g  = . I ] ,  so xl = s~. 
LEMMA 3. Taking XJ(s) to be in Vy . ,  we have XJ(s) = fb _ (sI  -- A ) - l f j .  
PROOF. Taking X j (s) and qo to be in Y r . ,  we rewrite the equation defining X d (s) as 
aa(xJ(s),~) + ab(SXJ(s),qo) = F~(~) + sFb(~). 
Using Lemma 1 and the definitions of f~ and fb, we have 
~((~ + ~)xJ(s), ~) = <B(/; + ~/~), ~> = ~( / ;  + s/~, ~), 
so (A + s)XJ(s) = f ]  + s f  b = (A + s ) f  b - f j ,  from which the 1emma follows. 
Once we have Lemmas 2 and 3, the proof that the Laplace transform of equation (6) is equa- 
tion (2) is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [1]. 
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In the special case that aij = abij, where ~ is a positive constant, we again see that the form 
of equation (6) simplifies considerably. Observe that Fj~(~) = ~Fb(~) and ca@, ¢) = ~Crb(qa, ¢). 
Hence, using Lemma 1 again, we have 
O'b(fj, qO) = O'b(Jl.f b -- f;, qO) = aa(f b, qo) -- O'b(f'~, ~,O) 
= ~O'b(f b, •) -- fib(f;, ¢P) 
= ,F~(~) - F?(qa) = O. 
Hence, f j  = 0 by the coercivity of the form ab, and equation (6) becomes 
pOu°t - qij ~ - OxiOx------~ = Of. 
A problem similar to equation (1) is considered in [4] except that the coefficients aij(x,y) 
are taken to satisfy the conditions aij(x,y) E L2(f2 × Y), aij is Y-periodic and admissible (i.e., 
aij (x, x/e) is measurable for all e > 0 and limc.-.o f~ a,j (x, x/e) 2 dx = fn fY aij (x, y)2 dy dx), and 
the same conditions are specified for bij with again the additional assumption that b~j = bji. 
The problem is considered first for the case of nonhomogeneous media, then for the case of a 
perforated omain (the only case considered in [1]). Using the method of two-scale convergence, 
the following limit problem is obtained for the problem in a nonhomogeneous medium: 
(~utt(t),CP)v.,v 
• [O~(z) + O~x(z,y)] dydz = (f(t) ,@v.,v,  (8) 
for all (qo, ~1) e V x L2(f~; H~(Y)/R) where f = (1/IYI)fy P(U)dy and the # subscript denotes 
a space of Y-periodic functions. This equation has a simpler form than equation (6) (there is 
no convolution term), but it involves two-variables, u and ul (essentially the method of two- 
scale convergence provides a justification of the first two terms of the expansion (5) of uC). The 
symmetry of the bij is not needed to obtain the two-scale limit. One can recover the classical 
homogenized equation from equation (8) by expressing Ul in terms of u. This step involves 
defining an operator ./t which in [4] is defined in terms of the inner product 
(~P, ¢)b = fn /yb~j(x,Y)O~qa(x,Y)O~g/(x,y) dydx 
for the space V = L2(f~;H~(Y)/R). Just as above, we can define A without using this inner 
product by defining sesquilinear forms Ca, ab : ? x ? --* R by 
aa(qa, ¢) = ~ /y  aij(x, y)O~ qa(x, y)O~b(x, y) dy dx, 
ab(qa, ~b) = ~ /y  bij(x,y)O~(p(x,y)O~¢(x,y) dydx. 
Take (., .) to be the usual inner product on ?. Then since a~ and (7 b are continuous coercive 
sesquilinear forms on ?,  there exist unique operators A, B E Z:(?, 7), A, B bijective and bicon- 
tinuous, defined by 
(Aqo, ¢) = a~(~, ¢), (B~, ~,) = ab(Cp, ~b). 
Define A = -B-1A.  Then 
= (A~, ¢) + (BA~, ~) 
= (Aqa, ¢) - (A~, ~b) = 0, 
for all ~, ¢ E V. The rest of the derivation of the classical homogenized equation follows exactly 
as in [4]• The requirement of symmetry of the b~j is avoided in the same way for the problem on 
perforated omains. 
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